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1. Introduction: Amplified Magnetic Fields in Supernova Core and Neutron Star

The supernova (SN) is long considered as promising astrophysical site candidate for r-

process nuclei (see, e.g., Fowler, Caughlan & Zimmerman 1967, 1975, Fowler 1984, Rolfs k

Rodney 1988). The capture reactions play an mportant role in respective nucleosynthesis

studies which usually exploit uclear data corresponding to laboratory conditions (see

Fowler, Caughlan Zmerman 1975, Fowler 1984, Rolfs k Rodney 1988, Meyer 

Brown 1997, Hoffman et al. 1999 and refs. therein). The astrophysical environment

can, however, affect significantly the cross sections of key nuclear reactions. I particular,

ultrastrong magnetic fields can develop in the core of Type 11 or Ibc supernovas (Duncan

k Thompson 1992). Recent analysis (cf., e.g., Thompson 2000, Thompson Murray

2001) of field amplification process due to violent convective motion indicates that inside

the neutrino-sphere (of a radius of 30 km) the root-mean-square field strength can exceed

101 G while in vicinity of rapidly rotating nascent neutron stars the strength can range

up to - G. During past decade the observations of soft ganuna repeaters (SGRs)

and anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs) brought numerous evidences in support of such

a 'magnetar' concept asserting thereby a possibility of such enormous stellar magnetic

fields. The supporting evidences appear as, e.g., short bright outbursts (Mazets et al.

1979, Hurley et al. 1999, Feroci et al. 2001) and optical data (Kaplan 2001) for SGRs,

rapid braking of relatively slowly rotating stars identified with SGRs (Kouvellotou et

al. 1998, Kouveliotou et al. 1999) and AXPs (Gotthelf, Vasisht & Dotani 999, Kaspi,

Chakrabarty & Steinberger 1999). These pulsars are associated with SN remnants (see,

e.g., Feroci et al. 2001 and refs. therein).

The field strengths relevant to 'magnetars' correspond to a flux (Do - hc/7re through an

area covered by the size of nuclei. As pointed out recently by Kondratyev et al. 1999,

2000, 2001, 2002) such magnetic fields can dramatically modify the structure of nuclei and,

consequently, influence nuclear reactions (Kondratyev 2002a). Incorporating magnetic

field effects in an analysis of nuclear reaction network might provide more insights on

supernova, explosion and, in particular, magnetodynamics in supernova, core.

In sect. 2 we outline basic concepts for the description of nuclear reaction rates in

ultra-magnetized stellar media. The statistical model is applied in sect. 3 to study

nuclear reactions in magnetic fields. As demonstrated for radiative capture process apart

from the change in the nuclear structure considerable mechanism is represented by the

modification of gamma-transition energy due to the interaction of the field with magnetic

moments of reaction partners. Such a change of the energy is shown in sect. 4 to result

i a enhancement of igh spin-states population. The systematic investigation nuclear

structure in magnetic fields is given in sect. 5. Possible influence of strong magnetization

of stellar matter on rprocess paths is discussed in sect. 6 The conclusions are in sect. 7.

I 
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2. Thermonuclear Reaction ates in Magnetic Fields

The reaction rates 7- are defined as the number of reactions per unit of volume and time,

e.g., cm' ad sec, between nuclear particles, say target I and projectile Z'. This quantity

can be expressed in terms of respective cross section and differential umber densities

dDi and dD as

7'I'i OlViIdDidDI,

where vi = v - vIJ, and vectors vi and v, denote the velocities of related nuclear

components.

The evaluation of an integral in the right hand side of Eq. (1) depends on the type of

involved particles ad distributions. For magnetic fields of interest the nuclear particles in

an astrophysical plasma can be described within non-relativistic treatment (Kondratyev

2001, 2001a). Furthermore, for relatively heavy nuclei we neglect an effect of Landau

quantization. Then as i the case of neutron densities the distributions dDi are expecte

to obey the Maxwell-Boltzmarm function weighted with a factor determined by the pro-

jection of magnetic moments on the field axis Ml

rnI )3/2 JMIV2
dD = DIG-'expf-(E, + MIB)IkBTI - exp 12kBTId'vi (2)I (27rkT

with spatial density Di. The partition function

GI expJ-(E, + MIB)1k13TJ (3)

is determined by excitation spectrum E,, and the Boltzmann constant kB.

For neutrons, I = n, two possible spin projections mr, = ±1/2 yieldJ

Gn 2 cosh(9nJiNB/2kBT) (4)

where the nucleon magneton IN ch/2rnpc ;:z� 315 10-1' MeV.G-1 and the neutron

g-factor g. -_ 3.8263. As seen for realistic temperatures T - 0' K and magnetic fields

of a strength exceeding 10" G the distribution Eq. 2 is dominated by components

with nuclear spins aligned along the field direction. Neglecting contributions of other

projections on the field axis thermonuclear reaction rates are reduced to the well known

(cf., e.g., Fowler, Caughlan & Zimmerman 1975) form

rIi = (av),,iDiDi (5)

(0,01,i = ( 8 12 (kBT) -3/2 CY, Eo,(E)expJ-E1kBTJdE. (6)

Ar7r fo

Here r denotes the reduced 1-nass of the target-projectile system. To the best of our

knowledge the laboratory experimental nformation o nuclear scattering in such super-

strong magnetic fields is ot available. The theoretical treatment based on statistical

- 2 -
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description of compound nuclei has been widely used in astrophysical applications. It is,

therefore, worthy to perform at initial steps an analysis of magnetic field effect in nuclear

reactions o that level of approximation.

3. Statistical Description of Compound Nuclear Reactions

The Hauser-Feshbach statistical approach constitues useful framework for theoretical

prediction of nuclear reaction cross sections for the vast number of inedium and heavy

nuclei which exhibit relatively high density of excited states already at neutron capture

energies. At appropriate excitation energies such sall level spacing in the compound

nucleus allows to make use of the statistical inodel calculations for compound nuclear

reactions (see, e.g., Hauser Feshbach 1952, Mahaux k WeidenmillIer 1979, Feshbach

1992) with strongly overlapping resonances. The applicability of such a treatment for

astrophysics has been extensively discussed recently, e.g., by Rauscher, Thielemann 

Kratz 1997. Te only necessary condition for its application is a large number of reso-

nances at the appropriate relative velocities viJ, so that the cross section can be described

by an average over resonances. This can in specific cases be valid also for light nuclei,

while on the other hand not be valid for intermediate mass nuclei in vicinity of magic

numbers. In the most practical cases te statistical model yields highly accurate cross

sections, when the required ingredients are sufficiently reliable. Analysis of the magnetic

field dependence of respective inputs provides, therefore, an information on the field effect

in the reaction rates.

3.1. Theoretical Predictions of Reaction Cross Sections

Within the statistical theory the nuclear reaction cross sections are expressed in terms

of averaged transmission coefficients T, which do not reflect resonance features, but rather

describe the absorption via. an imaginary part in the (optical) nucleon-nucleus potential

(Mahaux & Weidenmfiller 1979). The high level density in the compound nucleus allows

to ernploy such an average treatment which leads to the well known expression

2 Ti(E, rn, 7, EI', m', 7')T,,(E, rn, 7, Ev, mv, 7v)
o; E 1) I I 0 0 0 (7)z 7rA EM, 7r Tt,,t (E, m, 7)

for the reaction IA(Z, o)Ov from the target state to te exited state O' of the final

nucleus, with te wave-length A = hlp,.v,,, m denotes the projection of spin, E the cor-

responding excitation energy in the compound nucleus, and the parity of excited states.

When these properties are used without subscripts they describe the compound nucleus,

while subscripts refer to states of the participating nuclei in the reaction Pi, oOV and

superscripts indicate the specific excited states. We ote that experimental measurements

yield usually the data accumulating all excited states of the final nucleus, Oi, o; Eii),

- 3 -
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wi the target in the ground state. Since in an astrophysical plasma target states /L are

thermally populated, the astrophysical cross section Z, o) is given by

*(',o;Eii = G11:expf-(E' A4IB)1kBTJJ:cr1"(Z',o;EiI) (8)

where the partition function is defined by Eq. 3.

The summation over v replaces Tv (E, m, ir) in Eq. 7 by the total transmission coeffi-

cient

E-SO'.

To (E, m, r = I E T,,(E, r, 7r, Eo, mo, 7ro)W(Eo, rno, 7o)dEo (9)
_. J0,70

where the upper integration limit is determined by the channel separation energy So,

and the level density

W (Eo, mo, ro) 6(Eo - Eo (m' , 7o)) (10)0

includes the summation over nuclear states v corresponding to projection m' of a spin0

J6. The summation over target states it in Eq. (8) is generalized accordingly by Holmes

et al. 1976. It is important to stress here that the sensitivity of nuclear reactions in mag-

netic fields to projection of spins on the field axis requires to employ the spin-projection

representation in Eq. 7 Such a sensitivity removes, in addition, the spin-degeneracy

factors.

As indicated in Eqs 7 (8) and 9 important ingredients of statistical model calcu-

lations are represented by the particle and gamma-transmission coefficients T, and level

densities of excited states I/V. Therefore, the effect of magnetic field in these components

determines the field dependence of cross sections. As demonstrated by Kondratyev et

al. 1999,2000,2001,2002) the non-relativistic mean-field treatment provides an accurate

description of nuclei in magnetic fields of interest. Relativistic effects become important

at considerably larger field strengths when the energy of the first Landau level WL = YNB

(with the nuclear magneton /IN) becomes comparable to the nucleon rest mass. The

magnitude of the respective limiting field for nucleons BN I = rnpc'/2/LN _- 1.5 10' Gre

corresponds to a flux 4o = hc/7re through the area of a radius given by the nucleon

Compton wavelength AN = h/(mpc) 0.21 fm. These fields may affect, e.g., conditions

of O-equilibrium of the neutron star bulk atter (Broderick, Prakash & Lattimer 2000).

In sects. 32 and 33 we make use of this approach to analyze the constituents of statistical

model.

3.2. Level Densities of Nuclei in Strong Magnetic Fields

The mean-field treatment brings the non-interacting Ferrni-gas model (Bethe 1936,

Bloch 1954, Feshbach 1992) for the nuclear level density. Most statistical odel cal-

- 4 -
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Fig. .- Level density in the units of I/a. Thin line shows Eq. 12), while thick solid line displays the
behavior of regularized with constant temperature approximation Eq. (18) density of states.

culations use the back-shifted Fermi-gas description of Gilbert Cameron 1965). More

sophisticated Monte Carlo shell model calculations (e.g., Nakada & Alhassid 1997) as

well as combinatorial approaches (see, e.g., Zuker 2001) show excellent agreement with

the mean-field based approach and 'ustify an applicability of the Fermi-gas description

at and above the neutron separation energies. The phenomenological parameterization of

density of states is given by

W(U, M, 7 = .F(U, M)W(U), (11)
2

with excitation energy E dependent factor

W(U = VIT exp(2v/aU) U = E - (12)
12a'/4 U5/4 I

which is defined by the level density parameter a and the back-shift providing a measure

for a energy of the first excited state. The spin-projection dependence F is given by the

Gaussian factor (Bloch 1954, Feshbach 1992)

)2/K2
.F(M = VTrK)-l exp Hrn - MF (13)

- -
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5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..................

..........

Ni
0.2 44

Ti .............
L . . � , , I

0 25 50 75 100

Magnetic Field 10 16 G]

Fig. 2.- Magnetic field dependence of normalized at zero field nuclear level density at neutron separation
energy for "Ni (solid line) and "Ti (dashed line).

centered at the projection MF associated with the Fermi energy. The spin cut-off param-

eter is evaluated under an assumption of spherical rigid nucleus

2 Jrigid U
K = h2 (14)ra

2w'th the moment of inertia rigid = 2/5)MNAR

Making use of the excitation-energy dependent description initially proposed by Ig-

natyuk et al. 1975) the level density parameter a is expressed by

a(U, Z, N = a(A) [I C(Z, N)f (U)IUI (15)

a(A = aA OA 1/3 (16)

f (U = I - exp -- � U) (17)

The values of free parameters a, and -y are determined by fitting to experimental level

density data to yield (Rauscher, Thielemann Kratz 1997) oz, , y = 0.1337, 0.06571,

0.04884).

The function (U) permits two extreme limits:

I- For sall excitation energies Eq. (15) is reduced to the form proposed by Gilbert

& Cameron 1965), a/A = a a-yC(Z, N). The value C(Z, N) is identified with shell

correction eergy which is negative for agic nuclei.

6
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0.14 .............V

25 50 75
Mass Number A

Fig. 3.- Normalized at zero field nuclear level density at neutron separation energy versus mass number
at magnetic fields corresponding to values of parameter b = 007 (solid line) ad 014 (dashed line) wich
measures the field strength in the units wolPN, see Eq. 19) and discussion therein.

ii- At high excitation energies the quantity of a/A approaches the continuum value a,

obtained for infinite nuclear matter, accounting, thereby, for washing out shell effects.

At low energies aU < we combine Eq. 12) with the constant temperature expression

due to Gilbert Cameron 1965)

W(U) o expjU/Tj/7 (18)

obtaining te value of from proper tangential behavior. Figure illustrates that such a

combination provides proper description of density of states at small energies, consistent

wiith experimental results, as well as Monte Carlo shell model calculations (Nakada

Alhassid 1997) and combinatorial approaches (see, e.g., Zuker 2001).

As demonstrated by Kondratyev et al. 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002) the shell corrections

doininate magnetic field effects in nuclear structure. Therefore in calculations of the level

density we incorporate the magnetic field dependence through the shell correction part of

the level density parameter, i.e. field dependent shell energy CB in Eq. (15), while other

quantities are considered as field independent. Then, normalized at zero field density of

states can be expressed as

'YVB
WO - expf 2(�aBU - �aoU)j (19)

- 7 -
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-4
0 0 8
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0 . 0 2

-10 -5 0 5 10

Spin Projection

Fig. 4.- Distribution of spin-projection 71 - "IF), Eq. 13), for5cNi.

;z:� ep (CB CO)f (U) Vra / U (20)

In the latest evaluation we take into account the inequality < 1, see Eq. (15) and

discussion therein. The magnetic field dependence of the shell energy is calculated and

analyzed in sect. (see also Kondratyev, Maruyania k Chiba 2000, Kondratyev 2001a).

Making use of the results of the Nilsson odel (NM) for spherical nuclei and Eq. 19)

we consider the level density of nuclei in magnetic fields at neutron separation energies.

As evident froin fig. 2 the density of states oscillates as a function of magnetic field. The

double magic "Ni in the laboratory displays increasing number of levels at weak fields,

while the level spacing grows in case of slightly antimagic "Ti. Such a feature reflects

the magic-antimagic switching (see sect. and Kondratyev, Maruyama Ciba 2000,

Kondratyev 2001a) in nuclear structure at varying fields. Such a behavior is illustrated

in more details in fig. 3 which shows mass number dependence of normalized density of

states at various values b = YNBlwo, where the NM parameter Lo 41A- 1/3 MeV is

associated with the energy difference between major shells. We see that the nori-nalized

at zero field level density oscillates as a function of mass number as well. The varying

magnetic field induces a phase shift in mass number oscillations in normalized density of

states.

8
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Fig. 5.- Energy dependence of "Ni El-transmission factor in the units of 8/3) (NZIA) (e2/hMN C3).

Assuming the radius R -_ 1.25A'/' fm and applying the leading term of Eq. (15) for

the parameter a the value of spin cut-off is evaluated in an unified form to be 2

2/3 ___0.225A VaU. As illustrated in fig. 4 the nuclei of middle masses display wide spin

distribution of densities of states as compared to change of spin projection given by

selection rules for photon emission, see sect. 33.

3.3. Transmission Coefficients

The individual transmission coefficients in Eq. 9 provide a measure for transition rates

from certain excited state in the compound nucleus (E, m, 7) to the state (E', m', 7' in

nucleus I via. te emission of a particle Z. Such a quantity can be expressed in terms of

a summation over quantum mechanically allowed partial waves. We note, however, that

in te presence of magnetic field the transmission factors display also sensitivity to the

projection of a spin to the field axis since the transition energy in channel icludes theJ

energy difference

Em = M - M - MI)B (21)

of the field interaction with agnetic moments of compound nucleus Mj and reaction

partners, i.e. for nuclei M I and particles M , in respective channel, =E - Si - E" + Em.

9
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The idividual particle transmission coefficients T,, are calculated by solving the Schr6-

dinger equation with an optical potential for the particle-nucleus interaction. Many

studies of thermonuclear reaction rates by Truran et al. (1966), Michaud k Fowler

(1972), Arnould 1972), Truran 1972), Holmes et al. 1976 employed optical square well

potentials combined with the black ucleus approximation. The local density approxima.-

tion with te optical potential for neutrons and protons by Jeukenne, Lejeune, Mahaux

(1977), based on icroscopic infinite nuclear matter calculations fo a given density, have

been incorporated by Thielemann et al. 1987). In addition, corrections of Fantom et al.

(1981), Mahaux 1982) to te imaginary part have been considered.

As extensively discussed by Thielemann et al. 1983), Cowan et al. 1991), Varner et

al. 1991) the square well black nucleus approximation yields reasonable accuracy for

s-wave neutron strength function OW)11,v = l/27r)T,(j=o)(IeV). Such a liil-�t implies

negligible magnetic field effects in individual neutron transmission factors.

We note, in addition, tat in such cases of predominant contribution from s-wave scat-

tering the cross sections correspond to the condition av zz� const ad thermally averaged

rates r = av) vary only slightly in a wide range of temperatures, see Cowan et al. 1991).

Therefore, in further evaluations of magnetic field effects we approximate the ratio of field

dependent rate to the respective quantity at zero-field as a ratio of corresponding cross sec-

tions of radiative capture at neutron separation energies (see also Eq. 25) and discussion

therein)

7-(B)1,r(O) z:� o(B)1,7(0) (22)

The gainma-transmission coefficients are dominated by E- and Ml- gamma-transitions

in total poton widths. The smaller, and consequently less important, MI transitions

have usually been treated with the simple single particle approach T E' of Blatt

Weisskopf 1952), as also discussed by Holmes et al. 1976. The El transitions are usually

calculated on the basis of te Lorentzian representation of the Giant Dipole Resonance

(GDR). Within this model te El transmission coefficient for the transition emitting a

photon of energy E, in a nucleus NA Z is given by

8NZ c 2 FGDRE 4
TEI(E--, = _ � _ (23)

3 A hMN C3 (E2 - E 2 )2 r12 E 2
GDR GDR 

The spatial otion of ucleons deterin�ines GDR energies EGDR and widths FGDR which

can be well described with semiclassical accuracy (see, e.g., Baran et al. 1996, Kon-

dratyev & Di Toro 1996 ad refs. therein). Te Bohr-van Leeuwen teorem van Leeuwen

1921, Terletskii 1939) suggests, ideed, that in classical limit the field effect can be ornit-

ted. Tis is aso corroborated by more detail analysis (Kondratyev, Maruyama k' hiba

2000, Kondratyev 2001a) indicating only slight influence of agnetic fields of strengths

considered here on ucleon spatial dynamics. Terefore, in specific alculations we adopt

- 10-
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56 Ni0.01
44 .........Ti ....

0.001 I... -
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E /MeVM

Fig. 6.- Effect of magnetic energy in radiative neutron capture cross section

El gainina-transitions with GDR energies and widths corresponding to laboratory condi-

tions (Holmes et al. 1976)

EGDR -_ 35 A-' /6 MeV, rGDR Pt� 35 - A 1/3 MeV (24)

As seen in fig. the El-factor sarply rises at sinall energies and exhibits a naximuni at

about 19 MeV for nuclei of middle mass nui-nbers. At thermal velocities such a behavior

implies that the gain(lose) of -- transition energy results i increase(decrease) of photon

emission rate.

4. Radiative Neutron Capture in Magnetic Fields

As argued in sect. 3 iportant magnetic field effects in radiative capture processes

are due to odifications of nuclear level densities and -y-transition energies. To illustrate

the relationship between these mechanisms as well as the sensitivity to approximations

we consider a schematic example of neutron capture by neutron-odd nucleus with spin

1/2 which yields exit channel even-even nucleus corresponding to vanishing values of

the spin-projection at the Ferim energy MF = Then for s-wave neutrons the field-

projection of compound nucleus spin mj = since spins of neutrons and nuclei are 

aligned along agnetic field. Selection rules for dipole -�-einission iply nij - 'MO = ,

with the photon-angular-momentum projection t = 0, ±1. In this case Eq. 21) results

- 11 -
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............................................
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Magnetic field [IO 16 G]

Fig. 7.- Effect of magnetic energy in radiative neutron capture cross section for Igff I 3.8263 (a) and
1 (b). The normalized at zero-field total cross section for 6Ni and "Ti are indicated by thick solid and
dashed lines, while thin dotted, dashed-dotted and double-dotted lines represent the partial contributions
of "Ni states with spins 0, 1, and 2 respectively.

in magnetic energy Em � ,fFfLNBm,, where a effective g-factor g approaches the

neutron value for predominant contribution of active neutron in change of nuclear

configuration, or unity for spatial mcchanisiTis.

In further calculations we employ the ingredients of statistical model discussed above

for cases of "Ti ad "Ni. Furthermore, taking into account predominant contribution

of eutron channel to total transmission coefficients in Eq. 7 at small velocities vj

we approximate the cross section normalized at zero field by respective ormalized

coefficient

cr(B)I(Y(O) -_ T(B)1T_,(0). (25)

Incorporating the laboratory level density parameters we consider effect of agnetic

energy E i n-capture process. As illustrated in fig. 6 positive or negative rnagnetic

energy balance between etrance and exit channels leads to enhancement or suppression

of the cross section, respectively. Nearly exponential energy dependence of the normal-

ized at zero energy cross section points to predominant level density mechanism of this

effect. Taking into account various spin-states in exit channel we see from fig. 7 that the

contribution of magnetic energy E results in considerable enhancement of ncapture po-

cess in strong agnetic fields. The largest contribution of zero-spin states n out-channel

- 12 -
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Fig. 8.- The same as in fig. 7 but including magnetic field effect in the level density. The thin solid line
shows magnetic energy effect for "Ni from fig. 7.

at zero field sharply vanishes with increasing field strength, while the population of the

highest allowed spin-states grows. This results in nearly constant cross section in weak

field limit. In magnetic fields of large strengths such highest spin-states of final nuclei

give predominant contribution to the total cross section because of large extra-energy in

-y-channel. The cross section ratio is almost the same for both nuclei. The comparison of

panels (a) ad (b) in fig. 7 indicates that the enhancement is considerably stronger for

larger values of g-factor.

The mechanisms due to magnetic effects in level densities and y-energies are brought

together in fig. 8. The agnetic change in level spacing is seen to result in oscillations of

n-capture cross section around monotonic enhancement caused by magnetic energy. Con-

tribution of such oscillations is particularly important for relatively small absolute values

of g-factors. Preferable occupation of higher spin states for reaction product remains. We

note that the field dependence of the level density brings varying cross section also for an

unchanged spin projection. The magnetic effects i level spacing gives rise to considerably

different cross section ratios for "Ni and "Ti nuclei. For the case of product-nucleus "NI,

with closed shell at zero-field, n-capture process displays an extra enhancement, while for

"Ti the reaction can be suppressed at weak fields.

- 13 -
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5. Magnetic Shift of Nuclear Magic Numbers

As we have seen i sect. 3 agnetic inodification of shell closure properties of nuclear

masses plays an mportant role in the field effects on nuclear reaction rates. In this section

we aalyze and systemize such properties by employing the shell model.

5.1. Magnetism of Nuclei withi te Shell Model

As demonstrated by Kondra-tyev et al. 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002) thermodynamic formal-

ism wthin the non-relativistic mean-field treatment constitutes useful framework for an

analysis of the nuclide reactivity in magnetic fields of interest. Within the Hartree ean-

field treatment (see, e.g., ondratyev 2001, Bohr Mottelson 1969, Nilsson Ragnarsson

1990) the nuclear structure is described in terms of the single-particle (sp) levels CC filled

up to the Fermi energy F, Which determine the properties of N f " de p(c) nucleons.00

Decomposing the sp level density p(c) 6( - cc) = psm + bp into smooth psm and

oscillating 6p cornponents we express te energy of a nucleus as

cF
E = f de p(c = Em + Cn + G, (26)

where the Thomas-Fermi (i.e. semi-classical) component Es' is only slightly affected by

magnetic fields due to the Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem (van Leeuwen 1921, Terletskii 1939).

The leading field effect is connected with shell-correction contributions ondratyev 2001,

Strutinsky 1967, 1968) of neutrons Cn and protons C, to nuclear masses which are related

to the oscillating part 6p.

Great success in the understanding of many properties of stable uclei is associated with

the Nilsson model (NM) (cf., e.g., Bohr Mottelson 1969, Nilsson Ragnarsson 1990)

which is based on the Harmonic Oscillator (HO) confining potential approximation for the

nuclear mean-field. In present study we consider the simplified NM spectra corresponding

to spherical HO Hamiltonian

Cni = n 32) +q.o for = I (27)
I 2 1

where the spin-orbit (s-o) coupling constant 77,. 0.12, and the energy is measured in

uniits of the HO frequency wo. For nuclei in vicinity of stability line wo �� 41/Al /3 MeV,

while neutron rich uclei involved in the rprocess network correspond to significantly

saialler level spacing. Such an approximation provides accurate description for light and

medium inass nuclei (Bohr Mottelson 1969, Nilsso & Ragnarsson 1990).

Neglecting the s-o coupling yields the equidistant sp spectrum corresponding to prin-

cipal uantum umbers n with level degeneracies (n + 1)(n 2 Such a picture of HO

confinement might povide reliable description of neutron rich nuclides with considerably

- 14 -
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suppressed s-o coupling (Haensel, Zdunik k Dobaczewski 1989, Oyarnatsu k Yamada

1994, Ozawa- et al. 2000)).

5.2. Pauli-spin Magnetization

The interaction of agnetic field with nucleon-spin-dipole magnetic moment leads to

an additional terril i te eergy spectra

66 : ajAc, , Ao -cb/2 (28)

with the g-factor g, and educed field strength b WL/Wo. Such a term contributes to

sp energies of both protons a = p, and eutrons a n, and gives rise to a relative shift

down and up (see fig. 9b) of energy levels wt te ucleon spin-magnetic morrient directed

a-long the field (O'i=T = -1, majority-spin levels) and in the opposite direction o'j= = ,

minority-spin levels), respectively. The shift, Eq. 28), is related to the Pauh-type of the

magnetic response and odifies the shell-correction energy as

C = Ccv((F + A,) CC'V(CF - Aa) (29)

where C determined by the unshifted sp spectrum (see Eqs. 26) and 27)).

The spin agnetization represents predominant effect in the magnetic field dependence

of the neutron shell-correction energy and leads to a phase-shift of shell-oscillations (Kon-

dratyev 2001) Tis behavior is caused by the field dependent interference of contributions

coming from the majority ad minority-spin eutrons to the total energy. As illustrated

in fig. 9a such an iterference gives rise to oscillations of the shell-energy as a func-

tion of agnetic field strength with a period b, -_ 0.5, where the subscript s at defined

above parameter b indicates that respective oscillation period corresponds to spin mag-

netization. Figure 9 idicates that for early stable nuclei the respective agnetic field

B, - W/PN _ loll _ 1017 G induces the relative shift An, Eq. 28), of neutron ajority-

and ininority-spin energy levels which is comparable to the energy difference between ma,-

ior shells given by the HO frequency wo. In particular, at field strengths corresponding

to the region near b -_ 12g,11-1 -_ 026 te level spacing and the degeneracies are decreased

resulting in a suppression of the shell effect as compared to the values related to level

crossings, b,--r = lklg,,l with a integer k.

At zero-field the pronounced ininima are displayed at eutron numbers, N = , 20,M

40, 70, 112, 168, ... , associated with closed shells, as extensively discussed in, e.g., ref.

(Bohr & Mottelson 1969). In the case of b -_ 111g,,j the level spacing and the shell-

oscillation amplitude are nearly te same as at b - 0. However, as indicated in fig.

9b level occupation nun-ibers a-re rather different in these two cases. (Consequently, the

position,,, of sliell-energy inimal are replaced. At the field strength matching the first

level glossing the familiar spherical HO agic umbers a-re turned to anti-niagic, i.e.

- 1 -
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associated with positive rnaxima of the shell-correction energy, while te open shell anti-

magic numbers become the closed shell agic umbers. For grand canonical ensemble

the field dependence of the shell energy ininima can be obtained from the condition of

constant arguments in Eq. 29). This yields an approximation

0 13 3
N± / N mu (I T gnb/2(3Nu,) ) , (30)

where ± corresponds to upper and lower valleys extending from the respective zero-field

magic numbers N' (see fig. 9a). As evident from fig. 9a linear term doininates such aM

dependence. We note that magic number of canonical esemble deviate from the case of

grand canonical by about ad 5% at the first and SCCCIDd level crossings, respectively.

The effect of a, sign change in the shell-correction energy remains when accounting for the

spin-orbit nteraction as well (Kondratyev 2001). urthermore, the sign nversion occurs

at the field strength that is almost an order of agnitude saller than the oscillation

period B, (see above).

5.3. Orbital Magnetisin

The nteraction of magnetic field wth proton charge moving along the confined tra-

jectory gives rise to an additional odification of proton spectra. which at small field

strengths b < I reads

6 (0 �� b/3 , (31)

where 13 denotes te projection of te proton agular omentum o the field axis. Switch-

ing off the Paull response, i.e. Al, = in Eq. 29), the properties of the orbital magnetism

can be easily seen by eploying the simplified expression for the shell-correction energy

at conditions of weak fields in the form (see Koiidratyev 2001, Kondratyev k Lutz 1998)

C.i WOX(X + 1) E k-' cos(kX)'o(bkX), (32)

87r4 k=1 I

where X = 7rcFlwo Pz� 27r(3N )113 counts the nun-lber of filled shells i zero-field lit.

The effect of orbital agnetism consists, therefore, in a niodulation of components for

a nonperturbed spherical HO by the spherical Bessel function with the field dependent

argument. As idicated by Eq. 32) and illustrated in fig. 10 the weak field leads to

regular oscillations of the shell-correction energy as a, function of the field strength as well

as overall suppression te shell effect with icreasing b at zero s-o coupling. As see in

fig. 10 local niaxlilia of te shell-energy aplitude arise along te lines

ZP _- [(p + 1/2)/2b]3 /3 (33)

wit a integer p. The shell-correction component vanishes when in Eq. 33) p = k 12

at integer k. Therefore, orbital magnetism yields the oscillation period bo z X-1 - A-'/'
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corresponding to the field strength = WO/JiNX - A-'/'. This estimate (cf. also

fig. 10) yields a weaker field for heavier nuclei in order to invert the sign of the proton

shell-correction energy as well as to wash out the shell-structure. Te mnima valleys in

shell-correction energy landscape follow the lines

Z-'-IZO -_ [(I ::F bm)/(l F b] , bm = 1/(4(3Z' )1/3) (34)M M M

with a good accuracy up to the third oscillation.

5.4. Paramagnetism versus Orbital Magnetisin of Protons in Nuclei

The agnetic field dependence of te proton shell-correction energy is given as a com-

bination of the discussed in sect. 52, fig. 9 ad Eq. 29), Paul]-i-nagnetism and the

Landau-type of orbital magnetism related to proton ballistic dynamics (see fig. 10 and

Eqs. 31) and 32)). Switching on the spin-magnetic response we obtain the proton shell-

correction energy which is shown in fig. 11 as a function of the proton number Z and

magnetic field strength b. As seen the damped oscillations of the shell energy correspond

to the period bso decreasing with the mass number similarly to a pure orbital magnetism.

The Pauli-type magnetization reduces, however, additionally the field strength that is

required to change the sign in the proton shell-correction energy. The phase-shift on 

(i.e. the reversed sign) occurs at the parameter b which is considerably saller than the

value 11gp. The interplay between the Landau-type and spin-magnetism gives rise to all

extra-decrease of the period of a sign oscillation. The relevant field strength is, there-

fore, smaller than the corresponding field for neutrons by a factor exceeding the ratio

J9p/9nJ. At the Fermi energy the respective magnetic field shifts the proton majority-

and ininority-spin levels on an energy (66 + comparable to the HO level spacing Wo.

The energy of the first Landau level LOL is, however, by the factor 6 - 7 smaller than the

energy difference between the major shells, while the radius of the proton cyclotron orbit

is larger than the radii of nuclei on approximately the same factor. Consequently, Landau

levels give almost no contribution to the magnetism of nuclei. The orbital magnetism

in such a case is mainly given by an interaction of the magnetic field with the magnetic

dipole arising from the quantum orbital otion of protons inside the nucleus. The orbital

magnetic response of such an nhomogeneous system is considerably amplified as com-

pared to the magnetism of a homogeneous liquid which originates from the quantization

of proton orbital motion in magnetic field. The Landau levels are expected to contribute

noticeably to the magnetic response when their and nuclear radii become comparable.

Corresponding field strength BL - 101 G.

As seen from the comparison of Figures 9 10 and 11 the interplay between spin and

orbital magnetic reactivities yields more complicated proton shell-correction energy land-

scape as compared to their independent responses in a field. In this case the magnetic
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field evolution of the proton shell-energy valleys can be guided by the lines

Z-'-IZ. -� Q1 ::F b.)1(1 ::F b) ± glbl2(3Z. )1/3):3 (35)
in

which represent a. combination of Eq. 30), but with proton g-factor gl,, and Eq. 34).

As llustrated in fig. 11 the valleys display irregular shapes passing from upper to lower

lines.

It is worthy to recall here that the presence of s-o interaction leads, in addition, to an

anonialous field dependence of the proton shell-correction energy amplitude (Kondratyev

2001). The proton orbital magnetism yields rather pronounced enhancement of the shell

effect. Especially, when the values of the parameter b are close to the spin-orbit strength

the shell-oscillation aplitude can be considerably amplified.
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Fig. 9.- a) Spherical HO model prediction of the neutron shell-correction energy versus the neutron
number N an te parameter b. Smaller energies are indicated by white regions, while the dark regions
denote larger energies. The contours are plotted wt te step 0.5 starting from -1.5 for the quantity
Cn - 8r'/(woX'). The thick solid lines are related to te relationship Eq. 30). b) The dependence
of the majority- (solid lines) and minority-spin (dashed ies eergy level on he magnetic field. Te
energy ad the field ae easured in the nits of the HO level spacing wo and [W0/9nPNI, respectively.
The figures at te level crossings idicated by triangles sow the total ncleon number when the levels
are filled starting fom te bottom. The level degeneracies are displayed by te numbers attached to
respective lines.
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Fig. 10.- Effect of orbital magnetism in the proton shell-correction energy versus the proton number
Z and the parameter b for the spherical HO potential. The white regions display to the energy minima
(i.e. the wells), while the dark regions indicate the inaxima (i.e. the hills) in te sliell-correction energy
landscape. The contours are plotted with the step 0.15 starting from -1 for the quantity (I 
b/bo)87r4/(W0X2)' where bo = 4 901/3)-l ;zt 0056. Thick solid lines represent Eq. 34), while dashed

lines correspond to Eq. 33).
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Fig. I .- Spherical HO model prediction for the magnetic field dependent proton shell-correction energy
when including spin and orbital magnetization. The contours are the same as In fig. 10, while thick solid

lines are associated with Eq. 35).
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6. Implications in the R-process

The rapid neutron-capture process (i.e. rprocess) proceeds through the syntheses of

highly unstable nuclei approaching the neutron drip-line and operates via nuclear trans-

formations governed by strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions. Such nuclear reac-

tion network involves mainly neutron captures, (-y, n)-photodisintegrations, P-decays and

beta-delayed processes. The large neutrino-flux from nascent neutron stars may possibly

play a role in nuclear reaction network, as well. The interplay between nuclear structure

far from beta-stability line and certain astrophysical environment originates the rprocess

abundances. In fact, generation of heavy rprocess nuclei requires an excess of 10 neutrons

per seed nucleus in iron mass region or slightly beyond.

Observations of heavy elements in low metallicity stars with Fe/H abundances ranging

between 0.1 and I % from the solar one provide an information on stellar surface

compositions displaying, thereby, interstellar gas components which form the stars at early

stage of galactic evolution. Such observations show, on one hand, abundance patterns

rather similar to solar rprocess (at least for mass numbers A > 130) indicating, thereby,

that during such early times in galactic evolution mainly rprocess sources contribute to

the production of heavy elements (Sneden et al. 1996, Cowan et al. 1997) while almost

no s-process sources are involved. Consequently, in low and intermediate mass stars the

s-process sets in only during late evolution time exceeding 10' y.

At the same time, it is recognized that for reaction rates evaluated on the basis of labo-

ratory data the rprocess nuclear assembly arise with a delay of over 10' y after iron and

oxygen nuclei (Mathews, Bazan, & Cowan 1992). Such a condition potentially controvert

to an inclusion of the large mass SNe 11 to candidates of rprocess site, because of short

evolution time of such stars with masses beyond 10-12 MG). The rprocess is generally

associated with the inner ejecta of type 11 supernovae (see, e.g., reviews by Cowan et al.

(1991) and Meyer 1994)), but also the decompression of neutron star matter was sug-

gested by Lattimer et al. 1977), Meyer 1989), and Eichler et al. 1989) and is consistent

w'th the above mentioned low metallicity observations. Both these environments provide

or can possibly provide high neutron densities and high temperatures.

Models trying to explain the whole rprocess composition by low neutron density

('D,, <1020 cm-') and temperature (T < 0' K) environments, like explosive He-burning

in massive stars by Thielemann et al. 1979), are at least questionable according to Blake

et al. 1981). The high entropy wind from the hot neutron star following type 11 super-

nova explosions has been suggested as a promising site for rprocess nucleosynthesis by

Woosley k Hoffman 1992), Woosley et al. (1994b), and Takahashi et al. 1994). Magnetic

enhancement of nuclear reaction rates may serve as a source of entropy enhancement.

Actual rprocess calculations employ usually two different approaches. Focusing mainly
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on nuclear physics issues far from stability one group of studies ake use of a model-

independent approach for the rprocess as a function of neutron number densities D and

temperatures T extending for a duration time (see e.g. Kratz et al. 1988), Kratz

et al. 1993), Thielemann et al. (1994a), Chen et al. 1995), Bouquelle et al. 1996),

Pfeiffer et al. 1997), and Kratz et al. 1997)), Another studies usually concentrate on

specific astrophysical environment and follow the expansion of matter on typical time-

scale 7 with an initial entropy, passing through declining temperatures and densities

until the freeze-out of all reactions (see, e.g., Woosley and Hoffman 1992), Meyer et al.

(1992), Howard et al. 1993), Hoffman et al. 1996), Qian & Woosley 1996), Hoffman

et al. 1997), Meyer Brown (1997ab), and Surman et al. 1997)). In this section we

briefly discuss magnetic field effects in rprocess.

6.1. The Canonical R-process Path

The actual rprocess path is governed by the sequence of neutron captures, 0-

photodisintegrations and beta-decays (and likely additional reactions like beta-delayed

neutron emission, fission etc.) which are in principle determined by detailed reaction

network described by a system of (several thousand) coupled differential equations with

a dimension equal to the number of isotopes. This can be resolved efficiently as shown

by Cowan et al. 1991). However, at neutron densities and temperatures exceeding

considerably the values D > 10' cm-' and T > 109 K, the short capture reaction time-

scales 10-' s), see, e.g., Cameron et al. 1983), Bouquelle et al. 1996), and Goriely

Arnould 1996), 'ustify further simplifications, since the beta-decay half-lives are con-

si longer (roughly of the order of 10-' s to a few times 10-' s). Such a case brings

equilibrated neutron capture and photodisintegration processes. These conditions allow to

make use of the 'waiting point approximation', sometimes also referred for as the 'canon-

ical rprocess', which is equivalent to an (n, y - (-y, n)-equilibrium. This approximation

relates n-capture and photon induced neutron emission rates as well as the abundances

YZA as
ZA ZA+ly
?L,� YZA) Yn (ZA+I) (36)

for all nuclei in an isotopic chain with charge number Z. The photodisintegration rate

ZA+1 is related to the n-capture rate ( OV) ZA by detailed balance (Fowler et al. 1967)Ayn n1ly

Ao,,(T) G,,Gl A I 32 (MNkBT 32 (av) 1 exp Q kB T). (37)

Go (AO 27rh'

This expression depends on the reaction Q-value associated with respective particle sep-

aration quantities Qj, the temperature T ad the mass numbers A of the participating

nuclear particles in a. thermal bath of temperature T. We note that at vanishing agnetic

fields the eutron partition function G, 2, see Eq. 4.
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As seen from Eqs. 36) and 37) the maximum abundance in each isotopic chain (where

1'ZA) YZA+1)) is located at the same neutron separation energy S,,, being the neutron-

capture Q-value of nucleus (Z, A). Wen less important effects, like ratios of partition

functions, are neglected the location of the rprocess path, i.e. the contour lines of neutron

separation energies corresponding to the aximum in all isotopic chains, can be expressed

in terms of the neutron number density D,, and the temperature T in an astrophysical

environment, as reviewed by Cowan et al. 1991).

Such rprocess paths are responsible, e.g., for the solar rprocess abundances. The

respective nuclear network proceeds via highly neutron-rich, unstable nuclei which are

located 15 - 35 units away from O-stability line and correspond to neutron separation

energies of order of S = 2 - 4 MeV. These are predominantly nuclei which are not easily

accessible in laboratory experiments to date. The particularly important regions of the

closed shells N=50 and 82, where continuous efforts are taken to extend experimental

information in vicinity of mass numbers A = 0 and 130 with radioactive ion beam

facilities (cf., e.g., Ozawa et al. 2000) and discussion therein).

The dependence on nuclear asses or mass odel predictions enters via neutron sepa-

ration energy The beta-decay properties along contour lines of constant S.,, towards

heavy nuclei (see, e.g., Fig. 4 in Thielemann et al. (1994a)) are responsible for the

resulting abundance pattern. At conditions of canonical rprocess (i.e. waiting point

approximation) the formation of heavy nuclei is governed by effective decay rates A' of

isotopic chains. Then the environment properties D and T (defining the S, for the path)

and the duration time determine the resulting composition of nuclear spices. In case

of sufficient duration time -r (i.e. longer than the longest half-lives encountered in such

a path) the following steady flow of beta-decays results in abundance ratios independent

on duration T. The saturated composition corresponds to AYz) ;:� const for all Z-

isotopic chains, where Yz) is the total abundance of an isotopic chain and Az represents

its effective beta-decay rate.

Number of idealizations in this picture has to be pointed out. The assumption of

independence of separation energies S, on astrophysical parameters over the duration time

iplies that nuclei exist in forms of ighly unstable isotopes which decay back to beta-

stability I reality , and T exhibit the time and spatial dependence. As long as fD,,Tl

are high eough to ensure the waiting point approximation, one can neglect the memory

effects during evolution, because of lack memory i the system which immediately adjusts

to proceeding equilibrium conditions and only the new values (D,, T) are important. The

prominent question is whether the decrease from equilibrium conditions in D and T

which iitially ensure te waiting point approximation, down to conditions where tile

competition of neutron captures and beta-decays has to be taken ito account explicitly

(neutron freeze-out) can affect significantly resulting abundances. Investigations usually
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consider sudden drop i D, and T, leading to a sudden 'freeze-out' of the abundance

pattern, while only beta-decays ad beta-delayed processes (like, neutron eission and

fission) are accounted for te final decay towards te vcinity of stability line (see e.g. the

effect displayed in Fig. 9 of Kratz et al. 1993)).

When applying such a strategy, a aalysis of the solax-system isotopic rprocess abuil-

dance pattern shows that as a mnimuni three components with different neutron sepa-

ration energies (characterizing in turn different rprocess paths) are required in order

to reproduce correctly three peaks at A -_ 80, 130, and 195 and the abundances between

them Thielemann et al. 1993), Kratz et al. 1993)). When making use of experimental

beta-decay properties at magic neutron numbers N = 0 and 82, as well as the abun-

dance pattern down to the next peak, the low mass number A components of the peaks

could be properly reproduced even with the assumption of a steady flow of beta-decays.

Such an agreement indicates that te astrophysical duration time-scales 'T are large as

compared to the most of beta-decay half-lives encountered in the synthesis. At the same

time it suggests that the time is only comparable to te longest alf-lives in the peaks,

where the path exhibits the closest approach to the stability line, and which control, in

fact, the leaking out to larger mass numbers A. The continuous superposition (rather

than only three, as expected in astrophysical environment) of components with varying

D,,, T or 5,(D,, T) with equidistant steps in separation energy between 2 and 4 MeV

and 7 between and 25 s led to a slight (but not dramatic) change/improvement of the

abundance curve in Kratz et al. 1994).

When te calculations of Kratz et al. 1993) were supplemented by use of the most

modern mass formula data, i.e. Finite Range Droplet Model (FRDM) by M611er et al.

(1995) and Extended Thomas-Feri-ni model with Strutinsky Integral (ETFSI) by Aboussir

et al. 1995), instead of using a somewhat dated but still very successful droplet model by

Hilf, von Groote, k Takahashi 1976), one could show that abundance troughs appeared

before (and after) the 130 and 195 abundances peaks, due to specific behavior of the

contour lines for quantities S., of these mass models (Thielemann et al. (1994a), Chen

et al. 1995)). The location in N of an rprocess path with a given S,,, does not behave

smoothly as a function of Z. Sudden jumps are dsplaied at positions of magic eutron

numbers, where the contour lines show a saddle point behavior for the FRDM as well as

ETFSI mass models. The population gap of nuclei as a function of A leads after decay to

the abundance.

Additional tests were performed in order to see how this pattern could be avoided

with different nuclear structure properties far fom stability. One possibility to overcome

the problem has been considered by Chen et al. 1995). For very neutron-rich uclei

the shell gap at te magic neutron number N = 82 is less pronounced, i.e. quenched,

than predicted by the global iiiacroscopic-microscopic mass models. For light nuclei the
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quenching of sell effects in neutron-rich isotopes represents an established and long-

studied property (see, e.g., Orr 1991), Campi et al. 1975), Fukunishi, Otsuka, Sebe

(1992), and Sorlin et al. 1993)). The Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations by Werner

et al. 1994), Dobaczewski et al. 1994), and Dobaczewski, Nazarewicz, Werner 1995)

'th a specific Skyrme force yield suppression effects wich were expected for the rprocess

path a-lid i the esult in proper abundance curve, as shown in Chen et al. 1995). This

effect has been recently also confirmed by Pearson et al. 1996), when the ETFSI mass

formula was phenomenologically quenched in a similar way as the HFB results and led

to a, very good agreement with solar r-abundances in a more systematic study by Pfeiffer

et al. 1997). An experimental investigation of shell quenching along the N = 0 and 82

shell towards ore neutron-rich nuclei (and approaching the rprocess path for N = 26)

is a highly desirable goal in order to test the nuclear structure responsible for the solar

abundances of heavy nuclei.

6.2. Magnetic Shift of R-process Path

There are strong indications pointing to type 11 supernovae as rprocess astrophysical

site. However, galactic evolution time-scales suggest that rprocess can perhaps efficiently

operate only in the low mass SNe 11 with longer evolution time interval Cowan et al.

(1991), Mathews et al. 1992), while neutron star mergers or still other sites are not

necessarily excluded Lattimer et al. 1977), Meyer 1989), Eichler et al. 1989) As

mentioned in sect. I the core region of massive SNe 11 can experience very strong magnetic

fields. In this section we briefly analyze the field effect on rprocess path.

Implications of simplified treatment to actual astrophysical sites rise the question on

type of environment which satisfies the required conditions as well as on validity of sud-

den freeze-out approximation for realistic evolution time-scales encountered in specific

environment. As shown in sect. 4 including the magnetic field enhances significantly the

relevant reaction rates at the same values of density-temperature parameters f E),,, T1.

Such a property iplies wider range of conditions for applicability of simplified canonical

reprocess picture as compared to the case of vanishing field limit.

In the ultramagnetized stellar media the detailed balance equations (Fowler et al. 1967)

are modified to be

G G (A, 3/2 (MNkBT) 3/2

Ao,,y(I == 1-7.1-7i 2 (av)jexpf -(Q,, + E)IkBTI- (38)
( Go Ao 27rh

The reaction Q-value includes, in addition to the field dependent particle separation

quantities Qht� the magnetic eergy Em, see Eq. 21) and discussion therein.

As evident from Eq. 38) the rprocess path in magnetized stellar media is determined

by relationship between eutron separation S(B) and agnetic E eergies.
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As discussed in sect. predominant magnetic field effects in nuclear binding energies

are associated with the oscillating (i.e. shell correction) parts. For neutrons the mag-

netic field dependence of shell energy exhibits an oscillating behavior displaying, thereby,

magic-antimagic switching in nuclear structure. Consequently, the magnetic shift of magic

numbers gives rise to the shift of saddle points in respective contour lines of rprocess path.

Furthermore, as demonstrated in sect. 4 magnetic fields enhance considerably population

of igh spin states of radiative capture reaction products. Therefore, the magnetic path

might be shifted towards high spin states encreasing, thereby, the portion of large mass

numbers.

7. Summary and Outlook

We have considered for the first time radiative nuclear capture reactions in ultra-

magnetized stellar media relevant for supernova cores and neutron stars. Employing sta-

tistical model the magnetic field influence on the nuclear level densities and -�-transition

energies is argued to dominate the field effect in the reactions. The nuclear structure

is reflected by level densities which result in oscillations of radiative n-capture rate as a

function of magnetic field strength. The interaction of the field with magnetic moments

of uclei modifies the photon energy, and enhances (n, ) reaction cross sections as well

as components of high spin states of reaction products. Such an enhancement suggests

weaker conditions (i.e. neutron density and temperature) for applicability of nuclear

synthesis 'waiting point' (or 'canonical rprocess') approximation (Fowler, Caughlan &

Zimmerman 1967,Fowler 1984, Meyer Brown 1997, Hoffman et al. 1999) corresponding

to (n, -y = (-y, n) equilibrium. Furthermore, an increase in the population of high-spin

states implies growing portion of massive nuclear spices. The detail evaluations require,

however, to account for magnetic field dependence of spins of nuclei (cf., e.g., Kondratyev

2001, 2001a).

We note finally that similar magnetic effects can arise in electronic shell structure of

magnetized atomic clusters (see, e.g., Kondratyev & Lutz 1998, 1999 and refs. therein).

These phenomena have to be accounted in respective chemical processes.
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